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Weak invariance principles are established for strictly stationary weakly dependent sequences, having a 
decomposed strong mixing coefficient into two parts, one based on the strong mixing condition with a 
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1. Introduction 
Suppose X = {Xk}kih is a strictly stationary sequence of random variables on a 
probability space (0, K, P). Define 9” = C!J’JX) = u(X, : k G 0) the past of the pro- 
cess until the moment of time 0 and s,, = F,,(X) := o(X, : k Z- n) the future after n 
steps. For each n 2 1 define 
a(n):=sup(P(AnB)-P(A)P(B)I, AE~,,, BEG,,, 
p(n) := wlcorr(J g)l, _fE %(~d, g E %(sn). 
The sequence is said to be ‘strongly mixing’ if a(n) +O as n + ~0, ‘p-mixing’ if 
p(n) -+ 0 as n * 00. It is easy to see that p-mixing implies strong mixing. 
The p-mixing condition can be reformulated in terms of pair of events (see 
Bradley, 1983; or Bradley and Bryc, 1985). 
For each n 2 1 define 
p (n)=supIP(AnB)-P(A)P(B)I, 
0 
[P(A)P(B)]“’ 
A&  
0 , 
BE9 ,I , P(A)P(B) > 0. 
Then pO( n) + 0 as n + 00 is equivalent to p(n) + 0 as n -, a3. 
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Mixing types of dependence lead to many useful limit theorems with broad 
applicability in statistical mechanics (see, e.g., Denker and Philipp, 1984) or statistics 
in general. 
Let us denote by S, = X, + X,+ . . *+X,, az=Var(S,) and W,,(f)= S~nrI/~n, 
where [x] denotes the integer part of x. We also denote by W the standard Brownian 
motion on [0, 11 and the weak convergence by 3. In order to establish the central 
limit theorem for strongly mixing sequences, the most instrumental way is to find 
a good estimate for the rate of convergence of a(n) to zero as we can see in the 
following theorem due to Ibragimov (1962) (see Ibragimov and Linnik, 1971, 
Theorem 18.5.3) and to Oodaira and Yoshihara (1972). 
Theorem A. Suppose {X,,} is strongly mixing strictly stationary, centered sequence of 
random variables, such that for some 6 > 0, E JX,j2*’ <CO and Cyz, a( n)s’(2f’) < ~0. 
Then, fr2 := lim,,, o’,/n exists, 0~ u2<m. If in addition lim,,, az/n > 0, then 
w,*w. q 
In some situations it is difficult to compute the speed of convergence to 0 imposed 
to a(n) and one has to look at an alternative approach such as verifying the p-mixing 
condition, perhaps without concern for mixing rate (see Peligrad, 1986, for a survey 
on C.L.T. under mixing conditions). When this approach fails there is another 
possibility: for every n fixed to construct two large events 0; and 0: with P(Dk n 
DE) + 1 as n + 00, and such that, pn( p,,lDL, @n,IDi) + 0 as n + 03. In this way, the 
strong mixing coefficient appears decomposed into two parts, a pure strong mixing 
part, related to the probability of the complement of Di n D’:, and a p-mixing part. 
To be more specific this situation implies: 
Definition 1.1. We say that he strictly stationary sequence X satisfies a decomposed 
strong mixing condition with the coefficients T(n) = (6 (n), x(n)) if G (n) 2 0,x(n) 2 0 
for every n 3 1, lim,,, r(n) = 0 and 
(P(An B) - P(A)P(B)(= &(n)+i(n)[P(A)P(B)]“2 
for every A E g,, and B E sfl and for every n Z- 1. 
(1.1) 
The decomposition of the strong mixing coefficient is useful for the stiuation 
when we can compute only the speed of convergence to 0 of G(n) while x(n) tends 
to 0 as n + ~3 arbitrarily slowly. While the condition r(n) --f 0 is too weak for many 
useful results we shall prove that some additional information only on the pure 
strong mixing part G(n) can decide in C.L.T. and its weak invariance principle. 
This theorem can be applied in many situations because in some examples a 
decomposition of the strong mixing coefficients is obtained at no extra cost in the 
process of estimating the strong mixing coefficients. 
In Section 3 of this paper we discuss a statistical smoothing procedure based on 
the Tukey ‘3R smoother’ which provides us with a class of examples of sequences 
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satisfying a decomposed strong mixing condition. Actually our paper was motivated 
by this example. 
The notion of decomposed mixing conditions was introduced in Bradley and 
Peligrad (1986), where a weak invariance principle was obtained under a polynomial 
rate imposed only to G(n). But that condition on G(n) is too restrictive and cannot 
be applied to the above mentioned example. 
We shall prove here a new theorem for mixing sequences satisfying (l.l), which 
can be applied to the example from Section 3 and at the same time gives a new 
result for strongly mixing sequences. 
The technique used is a new one, based on maximal inequalities. 
Theorem 1.1. Assume that {X,,} is a strictly stationary sequence of random variables 
with EX, = 0 and for some 6 > 0, E]X,/‘+’ < 00. Assume also that X satisfies (1.1) 
with i(n)+0 and,forsomep>(2+6)/6, G(n)=O(n-‘) asn+co. 
Assume in addition that a: has the representation CT: = nh(n) where h(x) is a 
function which is slowly varying when x + CO. Then W, 3 W, 
Notice first that the representation required for a: is a necessary condition for 
the C.L.T. for strongly mixing sequences, when a: -+ 00 (see Ibragimov, Linnik, 
1971, Theorem 18.1.1). When G(n) = 0 for every n, this theorem refers to p-mixing 
sequences and contains a theorem in Ibragimov (1975). 
For the situation when i(n) = 0 for every n we find as a corollary the following 
result: 
Corollary 1.2. Assume {X,,} is a strictly stationary strongly mixing sequence of random 
variables such that EX, = 0. Assume that the following condition holds: E/X,1’+’ < 00 
forsomeS>O andforsomef3>(2+6)/6, cr(n)=O(n~O) asn+co. 7hen, W,,+W 
t&rai = nh(n), with h(x) a slowly varying function as x-, CO. 0 
In this corollary the conditions are as minimal as they can be, as one can see by 
two results in Bradley (1985). Theorem 3 in Bradley (1985) proves that the condition 
imposed to cu( n) cannot be weakened just to Cr=, a( n)“(zts) <co. Moreover, 
according to Theorem 5 in Bradley (1985) our condition on a(n) does not imply 
the representation of crz = nh(n) with h(x) as a function slowly varying at infinite. 
It is interesting to compare this corollary with Theorem A. Theorem A gives a 
C.L.T., under the assumption lim,,, at/n # 0. But if g2 = 0 the additional assump- 
tion ui/n is slowly varying (while approaching 0) as n + a) it is not enough to 
assure C.L.T. in the context of Theorem A, according to Theorem 3 in Bradley 
(1985). However our corollary shows that if the condition imposed to the mixing 
coefficients is just marginally stronger than in Theorem A, the C.L.T. continues to 
hold. 
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2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 and auxiliary results 
In order to prove Theorem 1.1 we shall apply the following theorem from Peligrad 
(1986), which is a combination of a result of Denker (1986) and Billingsley (1968, 
Theorem (8.4) and p. 73). 
Theorem B. Let {X,} be a strictly stationary strong mixing, centered sequence oj 
random variables such that EX: < ~0 and a: + CO. In order for W,, 3 Wit is necessary 
and suficient that the family {$,/rr~} IS uniformly integrable and for each positive E 
there exists h > 1 such that 
P 
( 
max jS,I>hu, s s/h*. Cl 
ISizsn 
) 
By this theorem, we can see that in order to prove Theorem 1.1 it is enough to 
find a positive real number n, 0~ 77 < 6 such that E(max,ci~nJSil/(T,)2+~ is a 
bounded sequence. This will be achieved at the end of several lemmas. 
The following lemma is a result from Bradley and Peligrad (1986). 
Lemma 2.1. If X satisjies (1.1) and l<p~c~, l<r==a, l/p+l/r<l, fe 
%4p,2)(~0), g E =%4r,2~(9n). Then 
We takenow A~?7’~and B~&Tandputf=Z(A), g=Z(B) where I(D) denotes 
the indicator function of a set D. According to Lemma 2.1 we have: 
Lemma 2.2. Assume X satisjies (1.1). Then for every A E 9” and B E 9,, 
IP(AnB)-P(A)P(B)~~p’(n)P”2(A)P”2(B)+20~”Y(n)P”P(A) 
forevery1<p~~,1<q~~suchthatl/p+1/q=1,wherep’(n)=13(2~(n))”3’. q 
We shall establish now the following lemma which is an extension of Ottaviani 
and Hoffman-Jorgensen’s inequalities from the independent case to sequences 
satisfying (1.1). 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose {X,} is a strictly stationary sequence and suppose that for some 
r, n, with n/r 2 2 and a > 0, we have 
2 max P(\S,]>a)+[2n/r]“*p(r)~b<l. 
Zr- I_ n (2.1) 
Suppose p and q are two real numbers greater than 1, such that I/p+ l/q = 1. Then, 
for every x > 5a we have 
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p ,~~Y.~~~;\>x c2(1-b)-' mix P(lSl>b) 
( ) [ 2ra;=n 
+20(n&(r)/r)““P”” 
( 
max JS,l>x )I (2.2) ,<;sn 
and 
+20(n~(r)/r)"YP"P ( ,y~xnlS,l>b .  (2.3) 
Proof. First some notations: 
On(x) =p(l&l>~), Nr,n(X) = ma p(Isil>x), 
?-cl-n 
E;(x) = (Ml_, =Z x < IS,j). 
Let I= [n/r]. It is easy to see that 
P(M.>I)~P(IS,~~:X)+‘~P(~J 4,+;(~),1$.-S~;+~,.l>:x) 
,=” ,=I 
b (Eir+,(x), Isti+2)r-sr+jl>Sx) 
,=I 
+ i P( E,(X), IS, -Sil> ;X). 
,=(/--l)r+l 
By Lemma 2.2, 
P(IS~-S,i+z,~I>?X) 
P’qS, - Slr+2)rl >$X) 
+20c;‘/q(r) 1 P :I], '"(i_i Er+,W) 
IL2 
+ c P ,yyr IS<,+2,r -Sr+,l>h 
I =o ( ) 
+P ,,~,1:91,.,,ls,-sjl:>:x) 
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By Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality, stationarity, and a simple computation, we get 
R,(x) s Qn(fx)+2Nr,,.(~x)R,(x) 
+2”‘~(r)(l-l)“*Rt*(x)~~~,~(~x) 
+20&“q(r)(H)““R~‘~(x) 
+2(z-1)R,,(~x)+2R2,(~x). 
By the obvious inequality ab s a2+ab2 for every real a and b and by (2.1) we get 
(1-b)R,(x)~~~2~,,(~x)+2IR2,(~x)+20~”Y(r)(i-1)”qR’,IP(~). 
This proves (2.2). In order to prove (2.3) let m be an integer such that 2r c m s n. 
Let p = [m/r]. We have successively 
Qm(X)=P(lS,l>x,M,>~x) 
i ‘f2 p (Lj Eir+j(+X), Is* - S(i+2)r 
i=o j=l 
I>$,> 
p-2 
+ 1 P Lj (Eir+j(4x), IS~i+2)r-Sir+j--ll>~X) 
,=o ( j=l > 
+ F P(Ei(fX)y ISm-Sj_ll>~X). 
i=(p-l)r+l 
Whence, by Lemma 2.2, Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality, and stationarity, we obtain 
~~(~)~2R,(~x)N~~,~(~~)+[2m/r]“*~(r)R~*(~x)N:~,~(fx) 
+ 20&“q( r)( p - l)“yR”p(l m 5x ) 
+ (P - 1)R 
( 
,T,p*r - S,l > :x 
) 
+2R,,(:x) 
G bR,(fx) + 2IR,,(fx)+ 2Oa;“‘( r)( I- l)““R:‘“(fx). 
Now (2.3) follows by taking the maximum for m, 2r s m s n. 0 
By combining (2.2) and (2.3) we get: 
Lemma 2.4. Under the conditions of Lemma 2.3, for every x > 25a we have 
(2.4) 
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Lemma 2.5. Suppose {X,) is a sfrjct~y stutio~ary sequence such that El X, /*+& < 00 for 
some 6 > 0. Suppose that for some integers n and r watts [n/r] 32 and a > 0, (2.1) 
golds and ipt ffdd~tjon for a certain v, 0 < q c S, 
d-’ := l -2b(l- b)-‘25”? > 0. (2.5) 
(Here b is de~ned by (2.1).) 7Ften 
EM:’ c c,a2+’ + &~~n~2r]EM~~~ 
+ Cja2+?-(2+wP [n~(r)/r]“y(EM~+~)“p, (2.6) 
w~erepundq~resuc~ that l<p<(Z+&)/(2+~), l/p+l/q=l. ~econstants~re 
c’ = d252+v, 
c2 = 18d( 1 - b)-‘252+“, 
c,=80d(l -b)-‘((2+&)/p-(2+-q))-‘25*+“(2+~). 
Proof. According to Proposition 2.7 of Hoffman-Jergensen (1974), 
EM 2,+“~(25~)‘+“+(2+r)) 
I 
W x’+“P(M,,>x)dx. 
25a 
Now, by Lemma 2.4, 
EM ‘,+” s (25a)‘+? + 2b( 1 - b)-‘252+“EM$+R 
+6(1- b)P’252*T[n/r]EM::7 
whence 
+6(1- b)-‘252+“[n/r]EM::’ 
i 
* 
+80(1-b)-‘[n~?(r)/r]“~(2+~) x’+“P”‘( M,, >&x) dx . 
2sa 1 
Let us analyze the integral from the right-hand side. By standard arguments 
involving Tchebyshev’s inequality, and by the definition of p, 
I 
G- 
X ‘+T”p( M, > $.x) dx 
25cr 
I 
s 
s (252+SEM;+6)‘lp X1+T-(2+8)/” dx 
250 
= 252+~a2tn-(2+fi)/P((2+ a)/~ _ (2+ 77))m’(EM’,‘“)‘/P, 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.5. 0 
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Lemma 2.6. We assume that {X,} is a strictly stationary centered sequence of random 
variables such that for some 6 > 0, EIX112i’ -COO, and cr:= nh(n), where h(x) is a 
function which is slowly varying when x + ~0. Assume in addition that {X,} satisjes 
(1.1) with X(n)+0 as n+a andfor some /3>(2+6)/6, &(n)=O(n-e) as n-too. 
Then there is 7, O< 77 < 6 and a constant K > 0 such that 
E(M,/oJ2+” SK foreverynsl. 
Proof. The proof follows by induction on n. First some remarks: 
(i) Let us mention first that we can find a sequence r,, = o(n) larger than n/log n 
and such that (n/ r,,)p( r,) + 0 as n + ~0. To see this we take first k, = o(n). Then we 
can find a sequence j,, + ~0, j,, = o(n) such that j,,b( k,,) + 0 as n + ~0. We now take 
v, = [n/j,,] and r, = max(u,, k,, n/log n). 
(ii) At this point we select n = ~(5, /3), p =p(S, p) and q= q(6, f3) such that 
v < 8, p and q satisfy the requirement from Lemma 2.5, and for r(n) selected at 
the point (i) we have 
~i_m[~(r)n/r]“4[E(M,,/a,,)2+s]“p =O. (2.7) 
First we select n = ~(8, p) such that (2+ n)/(6 - 77) <2/3/(2-t 8). Now we select 
a q in the interval ((2+8)/(6-n), 1+2/3/(2+6)). Note that we can easily verify 
now that p defined by l/p+ l/q = 1, satisfies the restriction from Lemma 2.5. 
Moreover, q/p belongs to the interval ((2+7))/(6-77), 2p/(2+6)). Notice now 
that, by the construction of r(n) and the size of G(n) we can find a constant c 20 
such that 
[n&(r)/r]Ccn-P(log n)‘+” for every na2. 
Because of a: = nh(n), with h(n) a function slowly varying at 00 we have 
E(M,,/c,,)~+‘s n’t8’2h(n))-6’2E(X,12+6. 
The last two relations imply 
[n~(r)/r]“q(E(n/r,/a,)2’“)“P~~,n~P’qi~2-t~~’2pg(n), 
where c, = c”~[EIX,\~+*]“” and g(x) = (log x)“+P)‘qh(x)“~“2”p is a function 
slowly varying at 00. In order to establish (2.7) we have only to notice that the power 
of n is strictly negative because q/p is strictly smaller than 2p/(2+ 8). 
(iii) We shall use once again the fact that v’, = nh(n) where h(x) is a slowly 
varying function at 00. Using Karamata representation for slowly varying functions 
(see lbragimov and Linnik, 1971, Appendix 1, 394) it is easy to see that for n > 0, 
O<E<+~ and r=r(n)=o(n) as n+oc we have 
( n/2r)‘+F = o(o,/u2,)‘+” as n *co. (2.8) 
Now let l be a real number, 0 < 5 < l/( 1+2 . 25’+“). Denote b* := 4/A*+ 6 and 
(d*))‘:= 1 -2b*(l -b*)--‘252+q. Choose A sufficiently large such that 
b*<l and d*~‘>O. (2.9) 
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Denote by c?, cz and CT the constants from Lemma 2.4 where b and d are replaced 
by b” and d”. 
By remarks (i), (ii) and (iii) it is possible to choose an integer N such that for 
every n > N we can find r = r(n) satisfying: 
[2n/r]‘/‘p”(r) < J, (2.10a) 
max P(]S,( > ACT,) s 2/A’, (2.10b) 
*rci_;n 
n/2rS (2r/n)‘(a,/~?~)~+‘l, (2.1Oc) 
C;(zr/n)* <2_‘, (2.10d) 
c*A2+‘)-(2+R”P[n&(r)/r]“Y(E(M,,/a,,)Z+~)”P < 1. 3 (2.10e) 
Now we choose a constant K such that 
E( Mh/crk)*+” G K for every k s N (2.11) 
and 
(cfA’+“+l)K-‘+2P’<1. (2.12) 
We shall prove that (2.11) can be extended for every n > N with the same 
constant K. 
Let us assume as an induction hypothesis that (2.11) holds for all k, N 4 k G n - 1, 
and let us prove (2.11) for k = n. We apply Lemma 2.5 to the sequence {X,/a,,},. 
By using (2.10a, b) and (2.9), because n> N, we have 
E(M,,/(T,,)~+~~c~A~+‘)+c~[~/~Y]E(MJ(T,,)’++” 
+,*A~+~_,~(~+“‘/“[n~(r)/r]‘~“(~(M,/~,,,)’+”)’~”, 
3 
whence by (2.1Oc, d, e), we get 
E( M,,/cr,,)‘+” s cfA’+” +~-~‘E(M,./v,.)‘+~ + 1. 
Now by the induction hypothesis and (2.12) we have the desired result. 0 
3. An example 
In this section we shall study the output of the Tukey’s (1977) ‘3R running median’ 
smoothing algorithm applied to a strictly stationary p-mixing sequence of random 
variables. We notice that a class of examples of p-mixing sequences is provided by 
stationary Markov processes which satisfy the L2-norm condition (see Rosenblatt, 
1971, vii, 4, p. 207). 
Let X = {Xi},ir be a p-mixing sequence of random variables which is strictly 
stationary with the p-mixing coefficients {P,,},,~~,, and define recurrently for n =O, 
1,. . . the sequences X” = {Xz},,, by X”, := XL, Xz := med(X”,Ii, Xz-‘, X;;:). 
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By the discussions in Mallows (1979), Tukey (1977) and Theorems A and B in 
Bradley (1984) for our situation the limit X?(w) = lim,,,, X:(w) exists almost surely 
and the sequence X” is strictly stationary. Let CP’,(X”) denotes the past of the 
process until the moment of time m, and %,,(X”) the future after the moment of 
time n. We establish the following result: 
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a strictly stationary p-mixing sequence of random variables. 
Then, for every A E Po(X”‘) and B E SO(X”) we have 
IP(An B) - P(A)P(B)( s X,(X”)(P(A)P(B))“‘+ &,(X”), 
where x,(X”)-,0 as n+a andfor every e>O, &,,(X”)=O(n~2+‘) as n+co. 
In other words the output of the Tukey 3R smoother satisfies a decomposed 
mixing condition with a strong mixing part converging to 0 at a polynomial rate. 
The proof of this proposition uses the following construction of ‘good sets’ D* 
and D** due to Bradley (1984). 
An ordered triplet (a, b, c) of numbers will be called monotonic if either a s b s c 
or a 3 b 2 c. The idea of this construction is the following: if we apply the ‘3R’ 
smoother to a sequence of numbers which contains a monotonic triplet (say: 
a,_, s a,, s a,,,) the following iterations obtained including the output will contain 
at the same location a monotonic triplet too, with the same number, a, in the middle. 
Moreover a, will serve as a barrier which cannot be passed from the right or from 
the left. Two such barriers will assure in our situation the asymptotical independence 
of the past and future of the output. 
Let N ~3 be an odd integer. For each integer k define the event Dk = 
{(X,_, , X,, X,,,) is monotonic}. 
Let D*=D,uD~u...uD~~~_~ and D**=D2N,+,~D2N,+Z...~D4N.,_-N, 
where J is an integer. 
For each integer k define the events 
G:. = {X, < Xk+,I n {X,+, ’ X~+N+,}, 
G: = IX, ’ X,+,) n {X,+, -C X~+N+,). 
For any integers J 3 L which are multiples of 2N define the events 
H:,,:= G,‘, A G:+2N n G:,,, n ’ . . n G;, 
H:,L := G: n G:+ZN n G:+4N IT. ’ . n G:, 
HJ,L := H:,,u H:,L. 
From the proof of Lemma 3.1 in Bradley (1984) it follows that D*c HO,ZN(J_-Ij 
and fi** c H2N~,2NC2,-1). Also, by Lemma 2.4 in Bradley (1984) if A E P&X”) and 
BE?F~_,~(X~) then A,=AnD*c P,,_,+,(X) and B,= Bn DIREST,.,_,. 
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In order to estimate the probabilities of o* and D** we chose first a real number 
b, 1 < b < 3, and N sufficiently large odd integer such that pN_, is small enough to 
satisfy the conditions 
b(d+&-,) < 1, 
b-2+pN_,/b(t+fp,_,)s 1, 
b(~+~PN_,)+PN_,(b(b)+~PN_,)-‘9 1. 
Then we have: 
Lemma 3.1. For every integer k 3 0, 
Proof. We have 
J’(H :,2N,2~-,J = P(G;n G:N n . . . n G:N+,J. 
By the definition of pN, 
P( HA,,) = P( GA) = P(X,, < X,)P(X,> X,) 
+PN-,rP(X”<X,)P(X”>X,)1”2 
S$+$pN_,. 
For k = 1, by the way b and N were selected, and by similar arguments as above 
we get 
We shall use now an induction argument. Assume 
P(H :,ZNC2~~,J) < ( b($+$pN_,)).‘+’ for every integer j < k. 
We have 
P(H :,zN+,J 4 P(H~,zN(~I-I~,))(P(H:,~N(~~~~--I))+~PN-I). 
Whence, by the induction hypothesis, and our choice of b and N, for every k 2 2, 
we have 
P(H :,zN+,J~ (b(a+~pN-,))k((b($+~PN~,))k +PN--I) 
s (b(;+$p,_l))k+‘. •i 
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let A E YO(Xm) and BE %*N2~(XU1) where N is as large 
as required by Lemma 3.1 and j is an integer. Then, according to the construction 
of D* and D**, it follows that A, = An D” E P)2N2~--N+,(X) and B, = B n D** E 
9 2N2~(X). If is easy to see that 
(P(AnB)-P(A)P(B)(S(P(A,nB,)-P(A,)P(L3,)(+2P(D*). 
Now by the properties of X and Lemma 3.1 it follows 
iP(AnB)-P(A)P(B)I~p,~,(X)[P(A)P(B)]”’+4[b(a+~p,_,)]‘+‘. (3.1) 
Now if log n denotes logarithm with the base 2, we choose N = the largest odd 
integerclog n and j = [log n -log(log n)] - 1. By (3.1) if follows: 
jP(AnB)-P(A)P(B)]+,(X”)(P(A)P(B))”*+L;,(XU-) 
for every AE gO(XW), BE S,,(X”), where x,(X”) = pnosn,_,(X) and G(X”) = 
4(b($+~P~,ognl_,))tlo~~~~loglog,~l. The result of Proposition 3.1 follows because for n 
sufficiently large b can be selected as close to 1 as we need to assure c&(X”) = 0( n-O> 
as n + ~0 for /3 a fixed positive real, p < 2. 0 
As a corollary to Theorem 1.1 we obtain the following C.L.T. for the Tukey ‘3R 
smoother. 
Proposition 3.2. Assume that X is a strictly stationary, p-mixing sequence of random 
variables which is centered and for certain r > 4, EJX,I’< CO. Let X” be the output of 
the Tukey 3R smoother and denote by Sz = XT+ XT +. . * + Xz. Assume that (uz)* = 
Var(Sz) = nh(n) where h(x) is aLfunction slowly varying at infinite. Then 
%I - LntlEXT”, w 
Proof. It is easy to see that for each t> 0, P(jXY( < t) ~3P(lX,l> t). Therefore 
EIX~I’<co.NowletO<~<(r-4)/(r-2). ByProposition(3.1) ~?,(X”)~O(~I~~+‘) 
and x,(X”) + 0. The result of this Proposition follows from Theorem 1.1. q 
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